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ABSTRACT
As IC fabrication capability extends down to submicron scale 45nm, 20nm, 14nm FINFET technology called Deep
Submicron Technology (DSM technology) which are driving most of the today’s product like mobile phones, laptops. It is
unthinkable to design the chips manually, so we need high precision Electronic design Automation tools (EDA tool) one
of such CMOS design tool called MICROWIND. It has inbuilt placement and routing algorithms as devise size shrinking
drastically no of transistor have increases on silicon, so there is need of optimization in EDA tools. Existing
enhancement in placement and routing in physical design automation tool have not been able to solve the problem of
optimization in submicron designs. Here in this paper we have proposed automatic compact routing algorithm in
submicron design and comparison of results over the existing compilation in MICROWIND.
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1.
INTRODUCTION
CMOS semiconductor technology is fast approaching the Giga scale regime; thereby restricting the processor
performance through constraints imposed by interconnects. Constraints involve the wiring (interconnect)
delay, congestion, cross-talk, and others. Thus, design goals for global Routing networks have taken a new
dimension, and there has been a major shift in the interest domains of researchers towards optimizing
interconnects performance. A common circuit performance criterion is the signal delay. Delay estimates are
used for performance prediction, the simplest estimate being the Manhattan distance between circuit nodes.
Empirically, Elmore delay has been observed to be the best estimator. A convenient measure of the relative
performances of the estimators is their Fidelity, or relative accuracy. The EDA tool is necessary to design a
circuit because of huge complexity of interconnects or wires. Interconnects servers as a street roads or
highways in IC, it takes 80% part of the IC to interconnect, performance of IC and delay model is depends on
interconnects, so eventually cost of the IC depends on Interconnects.
EDA tools are very supportive to make an IC with smaller size providing no of steps of physical design flow
namely Partitioning, Floorplannig, Placement, and Routing. As device sizes shrinking drastically with rapid
improvement of VLSI technology which results in more and more devices are integrated on single chip, many
of foundries are fabricating chips in 14nm, 20nm technology. They use “FinFet” technology where silicon size
is shrinking drastically and manually designing the circuits is impossible requiring automation i.e. EDA tool.
In physical design automation tool which is an EDA Tool (Electronic design automation tool) developed in
CAD (Computer aided design) by integrating no of algorithms for various operations like Partitioning,
Floorplanning, Placement and Routing in physical design automation. So a good algorithm in CAD improves
the performance of EDA tools. In Accordance with deep submicron technology area of chip is smaller and to
increase the performance of chip it should have less complexity of interconnects or wires i.e. optimised metal
Routing should be done. The EDA tools have number of automated algorithms in physical design step to
execute concurrently. Although a small set of EDA tools can benefit from using compact routing to accelerate
their speed, most algorithms in this field are designed with the different technologies like 180nm to 14nm here
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below 100nm we called Deep Submicron technologies. To develop this EDA Tool will have to propose an
Algorithm in automated metal Routing between optimized layouts of CMOS design. it is written in virtual
programming language i.e. Delphi language, which is highly object oriented programming language and
generally used for GUI (graphical user interface)development. In summary, this research has shown that
through a design paradigm of circuits, placement algorithms can also benefit while doing compact routing.
The findings of this study have a positive impact on the efficiency and design quality of modern EDA design
flow.
2.

Routing in Physical Design
Routing is an important step in physical design of Integrated circuit(IC’s) which locates the set of
wires on it. Routing generates wiring to interconnect pin of the same signal and channels, while obeying the
manufacturing design rules. As fabrication process for devices advances to nanotechnology i.e. DSM
technology. Foundries may fabricate billions of transistors in a single chip; this increases complexity imposes
substantial challenges for physical design, especially for Routing. The task of the router is to work on the pre
existing standard CMOS Cells and their corresponding terminals called nodes. The primary task of the router
is to connect all terminal nodes by creating different geometries such that design rules are obeyed [2].
The objective of the Routing phase is to complete the interconnections between CMOS standard cells
called block of cells according to the specified Verilog netlist with optimizing the area. First, the space not
occupied by the blocks (called the Routing space or routing pitch) is partitioned into rectangular regions called
Routing pitch i.e. space for routing. The goal of a router is to complete all circuit connections using the
shortest possible wire length and Routing pitch. This is usually done in two phases, called Global Routing and
Detailed Routing phases. In global Routing, connections are completed between the standard cell block of the
circuit disregarding the exact geometric details of each wire and pin. It is a kind of estimation of routing phase
generally does I/O routing, for each wire, the global router finds a list of nodes and pitches which are to be
used as a routing pitches for that wire. In other words, global Routing specifies the different regions in the
Routing space through which a wire should be routed. Global Routing is followed by detailed Routing which
completes point-to-point connections between nodes on the standard CMOS cells [4].
Detailed Routing includes channel routing, and is done for each node of the cells. Routing is a very
well studied problem. Since almost all problems in Routing are computationally hard, the researchers have
focused on different routing algorithms. As a result, experimental evaluation has become an integral part of
all algorithms and several benchmarks have been standardized. Due to the very nature of the Routing
algorithms, complete Routing of all the connections cannot be guaranteed in many cases. As a result, a
technique called rip-up and re-route is used, which basically removes troublesome connections and reroutes
them in a different order [4].
3.

Routing in EDA tool
CMOS design tools has a standard cells to compile on substrate, Routing is one of the procedure of it,
to connect the components, and pins on the board have to create a set of traces. EDA tools allow the user to
route traces interactively, automatically, or both. Routing is not possible until all components are validly
placed. Design rules control several aspects of both interactive and automatic routing, such as the minimum
clearances between traces and how the router uses the various pin and via pad stacks. As in manual placement,
the user can interactively routea design before or after using the autorouter. Generally, interactive routing is
used to pre-route critical signal nets and supply nets before activating the autorouter. Interactive routing is
further used to edit autorouted, but sub optimal, boards or to pre-route traces in difficult areas of high density,
e.g., within a grid area or dense connectors with fine pitch. Of course, connections which are left unrouted by
the autorouter are interactively routed by ripping up traces and re-routing of nets. This work is generally time
consuming and needs a great deal of experience.
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3.1

Existing routing feature in MICROWIND
MICROWIND has inbuilt placement and routing feature which helps to designers for automation in their
designs. But before going to geometric layout here is the flow of MICROWIND compilation of Verilog
netlist, generated by DSCH (Digital Schematic editor). Below fig shows one of the example in sequential
circuit, DSCH has very precise set of library of the entire basic component and provide ease of design for
designers. Then there is an advanced feature that will generate a Verilog netlist from the design shows in
below fig shows schematic design of counter and its Verilog netlist generated by DSCH software.

Fig. 1 example of counter design by DSCH

Fig. 2 verilognetlist generated by DSCH
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3.2

Compilation Result by MICROWIND
In CMOS technology the representation of standard cell is in MOS rows and that standard cells compiled
according to the Verilog netlist in MICROWIND. Generally this process called placement of standard cell
then the interconnection between these cells is called Routing process. While compilation of these steps there
is DRC (design rule check) is linked with the process of compilation. According to the technology selected
software allocates the space for the standard cells. But sometimes the design exploits the selected space and
then MOS row could divides in two rows and then will have to make the routing between these nodes. Below
fig shows the compilation result of counter in 22nm technology. But the problem is there is two types of
routing standard vertical bus routing and compact vertical bus routing. Below fig shows standard vertical bus
it has a same metal as interconnection between nodes i.e. metal1 and metal2

Fig. 3 single Mos row Compilation
Here is need to provide cut set of MOS row length to save the area on substrate or silicon, that can be done
manually but as the advancement in tool, would be done by automatically. Cut set is limit of MOS row and it
calculates the area required to place standard cells and remaining will place right above the placed cells.
Standard vertical bus will connect the two MOS rows using metal1 and metal2 by extending the metal1
horizontally right to the left side of MOS rows and vertically put the metal2 using a metal1 and metal2
contact, to this process it would take huge routing length, pitch ,and routing area. Eventually it increases the
EMI (electromagnetic effect) effect and delays also increases space on silicon or substrate on chip. This
process will do automatically within the software so to overcome these problem will improve the routing
feature by using the number of metal and contact. In next section there is some improvised routing feature for
physical design automation and comparison study of early techniques with optimized technique.
The motivation of this work is come from the advancement in EDA tool and problems reported from the users
of MICROWIND. Routing plays an important role in physical design and users of MICROWIND should
know the optimization of routing in their circuits with the different technologies or DSM technologies.
Below fig shows the compiled result of MICROWIND with vertical standard bus routing

Fig. 4 Standard vertical Bus compilation
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4 Results
4.1 Optimized Automatic compact metal Routing
This feature introduces new routing feature in EDA tool with optimized interconnect length below fig shows
optimized compiled netlist by MICROWIND. Here in this figure we can easily compare the routing with early
routing technique, in this routing there is over the cell routing algorithm is used. It takes number of metal layer
and contact, here in this case it take metal4 for vertical routing and contact for the same. By using this routing
we can save area, interconnect length (wire length) and increase performance

Fig. 5 compact routing by MICROWIND

Fig. 4 compact routing up to three Mos rows
Above fig shows the result of compact routing up to three Mos rows and its working up to three Mos rows
because the cut set size provided by users should be the half of the or the one third of the actual width of the
layout then only we can reroute the circuit in compact routing below table shows the simulation results in
MICROWIND with comparison of previous work with current one.
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Table 1 parameters used in DSM Technologies
Metals

Pitch Lambda(λ) Area(nm) Used for

M7, M8

4

24

192

Supply

M5, M6

3

18

144

Long Routing

M3, M4

2

12

96

Medium Routing

M1, M2

1.4

8

64

Short Routing

6

48

Intra-cell Routing

Gate ,local interconnects 1

CONCLUSION
Basically this paper focuses on role of routing and their optimization in physical design automation by using
the EDA tool i.e. MICROWIND. By developing the Routing Algorithm, will enhance the Routing feature of it
and saves area on substrate, optimized effect on other parameters also like delays, power, EMI etc. The users
of MICROWIND should know the compact metal routing in their Circuits, after this work the designers would
come to know the difference between standard vertical bus routing and compact automatic metal routing and
they can easily compare the parameters in their study or research. This paper also provides comparative study
and simulation results of designs using the existence tools and tools having compact routing algorithm, from
above table we can says by using compact routing saves area and related parameters namely delay, power
consumption and current not a drastic but at some extent it would help to compare the results. This research
has shown that through a design paradigm of circuits, placement algorithms can also benefit while doing
compact routing. The findings of this study have a positive impact on the efficiency and design quality of
modern EDA design flow.
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